Summary.
The recent debate on the nature of the cytoplasmic matrix is reviewed on the basis of results obtained by electron microscopy of embedment-free materials, i.e., the critical point-dried whole mount-cell method, the polyethylene glycol (PEG)-embedding and subsequent de-embedding section method, and the freeze-etching method. Fine structural images obtained by these methods are carefully evaluated and close correspondence with electron microscopy regardless of these methods is demonstrated.
Especially, 'novel' filamentous sturctures-the microtrabecular strands and the cross-linkers-correspond well to each other; they are structures which have been included in epoxy sections by conventional methods, but have been obscured simply because of a similar property of electron scattering between the filamentous structures and epoxy resin. Although this correspondence seems to support the existence of the microtrabeculae, the electron microscopy of serum albumin, when processed by the PEGmethod, also exhibits filamentous networks resembling the microtrabecular lattice. This, together with the finding on the centrifugation of in situ cells, strongly suggests a possibility that most, if not all, microtrabecular strands and cross-linkers in cells without pretreatment by detergents do not represent actual in situ structures. culent substance in conventional electron microscopy of epoxy sections stained with uranyl and lead; it is highly difficult to identify any clearly defineable structures. This ultrastructural feature, together with the biochemical fact that a variety of enzymes are released into the supernatant fraction after centrifuging the cell homogenate at 105,000 g for 1 h (the definition of a soluble state ', CLEGG,1983) , leads us to assume that the enzymes are soluble and the metabolism thus occurs in the solution even within intact cells. This is the basis for the solution' idea, one of the two opposing possibilities concerning the nature of the aqueous cytoplasm, and which has long been debated since the 19th century (PROTER, 1984) . In this solution' idea, the aqueous cytoplasm is a well-mixed, concentrated solution containing macromolecules, and inorganic ions. However, there is direct evidence that the composition, properties and metabolic activities in the soluble phase of the cell extracts bear very little resemblance to those in the aqueous cytoplasm of intact cells (CLEGG, 1982 (CLEGG, , 1984a . This is the basis for development of the structured' idea, the other possibility for the nature of the aqueous cytoplasm, in which most macromolecules and metabolites are by themselves structure-associated or structure-forming within the cells.
Unembedded whole mount cultured cell in high voltage-electron microscopy
The structured' idea has been strongly supported by high voltage-electron microscopy of embedment-free, whole mount preparations of cultured cells after aldehyde/osmium fixation and critical point drying 398 H. KONDO: (WOLOSEWICK and PORTER, 1979) . Due to the absence of epoxy resin -which has inherent electron scattering properties -every structural element included in specimens exhibits contrast sufficient enough to be viewed without heavy metal staining, and both electron beam penetration through the thick areas of cells and image resolution are improved. In addition, whole mount observation presents remarkable threedimensional views of the cell interior when observed as stereopairs. By this method, WOLOSEWICK and PORTER (1979) demonstrated an irregular three-dimensional network of slender (3-6 nm in diameter) strands, termed microtrabeculae, in the cytoplasmic matrix. The microtrabeculae interconnect various organelles including the conventional cytoskeletons and the plasma membranes, resulting in a formation of networks termed microtrabecular lattices' in all portions of the cytoplasmic matrix (see Figure 4 in WOLOSEWICK and PORTER, 1979) . This image has lead those authors to propose that the cytoplasmic matrix is divided into two phases, a protein-rich phase represented by the lattice and a water-rich phase represented by the intertrabecular spaces (PORTER, 1978 (PORTER, , 1987 PORTER et al., 1982; SCHLIWA, 1986) . According to this idea, the bulk of proteins in the cytoplasm are a part of the protein-rich phase, whereas the water-rich phase is continuous throughout the cytoplasm and provides for the diffusion of small metabolites.
Criteria for artifact or reality in ultrastructure
For newly identified and rather unexpected structures to obtain general recognition as distinct entities, it is crucial to overcome any doubt that they might be artifacts caused by preparation procedures. In the strictest sense, all images in electron microscopy are artifacts. However, the question in this concern is the extent to which the images are equivalent to what was in a living state. In defense of the microtrabecular lattice, we should consider at least three issues: 1) the consistent and reproducible occurrence of this structure in the cytoplasmic matrix regardless of preparation procedures employed and cell types examined; 2) the absence of this structure in specimens which are supposed to be unstructured, such as erythrocyte interior and blood plasma; and 3) predictable changes in this structure by experimental manipulation of cellular environments.
Effects of fixation by chemical fixatives and freezing on the occurrence of the microtrabecular lattice Regarding the first criterion described above for proving the microtrabecular lattice, the ultrastructure of the cytoplasmic matrix in whole mount-cultured cells after glutaraldehyde-0s04 fixation and critical pointdrying has been compared with that of the same cells treated as follows :1) freeze-drying without any other fixation procedures; 2) freeze-substitution with 0504 and subsequent critical point-drying; or 3) chemical fixation and subsequent freeze-drying (WOLOSEWICK and PORTER, 1979; PORTER and ANDERSON, 1982; FONTINO and GIDDINGS, 1985) . The ultrastructures of the cytoplasmic matrix resulting after these various procedures are quite similar to each other, and the characteristic three-dimensional lattice of the microtrabeculae is preserved in the cytoplasmic matrix, although some shrinkage due to the chemical fixation of the dimensions of the microtrabeculae has to be admitted.
Polyethylene
glycol-embedding and subsequent de-embedding method (PEG-method)
For further examination with regard to the first criterion, a new methodology has been introduced in which chemically fixed tissues are embedded for sectioning in polyethylene glycol (PEG) and PEG-sections on grids are de-embedded by dipping these into water and having them critical point-dried, with the resulting embedment-free sections observed under the conventional electron microscope (WoLOSEWICK, 1980) . With this method, cytological integrity is well maintained and the ultrastructural image at moderate magnification is quite comparable to conventional microscopic images (Fig. 1) . However, the cytoplasmic matrix of every in situ cell has been revealed at high magnification to show, without heavy metal staining and under the conventional electron microscope, an ultrastructure basically identical to that observed in whole mount-cultured cells under the high voltage-electron microscope : the occurrence of the microtrabecular lattice in the cytoplasmic matrix ( Fig. 1 inset in stereo) (KONDO et al., 1982 (KONDO et al., , 1983 KONDO, 1984a) .
Freeze-etched replica method, another embedmentf ree electron microscopy In spite of these observations, the concept of the microtrabecular lattice and consequent ideas of the structured cytoplasmic matrix have not been accepted universally. The most significant claim against the existence of the microtrabecular lattice has come from another embedment-free electron microscopy using the freeze-replica (HEUSER and KIRSCHNER, 1980; HIROKAWA and HEUSER, 1981; HIROKAWA,1982) . In this method, etching under very low temperatures and high evacuation was employed instead of the alcohol/ aceton dehydration and critical point-drying, and subsequent platinum-replicated -instead of naked specimens were eventually viewed under the conventional electron microscope. Owing to the sophisticated technical characteristics including direct rapid freezing without chemical fixation, ultrastructural images by this method have been widely accepted with little controversy.
In the freeze-replica observation by HEUSER and KIRSCHNER (1980) , the cytoplasm of directly frozen cultured cells revealed the occurrence of conventional cytoskeletons, although much of their detail was often obscured by a granular material filling the spaces surrounding the cytoskeletons. This granular material was lost and the cytoskeletons remained distinct after gentle extraction of cells with detergents prior to freezing, whereas meshworks of filamentous elements appeared evident in cells treated by detergents after chemical fixation and subsequently by freezing. They thus stressed that the chemical fixation caused the coagulation of intracellular detergent-extractable proteins and that the coagulated proteins decorated the cytoskeletons, resulting in the lattice formation of the cytoplasmic matrix similar to the microtrabecular lattice. It should be noted here that this challenging conclusion was based on the hitherto prevailing ignorance of any filamentous structures beside the three conventional cytoskeletons, although several pioneering studies in epoxy sections had shown interconnections by various modified fixations (METUZALS, 1969; LANE and TREHERNE, 1970; TANI and AMETANI, 1970; BURTON and FERNANDEZ, 1973) . However, subsequent observation of in situ neuronal axons, but not cultured cells, Fig. 1 . Adrenal medulla of the rat in PEG-processed embedment-free sections without heavy metal staining. At low magnification, the well preserved ultrastructure exactly corresponding to that in the conventional epoxy section can be clearly appreciated.
C capillary, m mitochondria, N nucleus. x6,000. Inset shows a stereo-pair of the embedment-free electron microscopy at higher magnification. Note the microtrabecular strands (arrowheads) in the cytoplasmic matrix among the chromaffin granules (g). x66,000 by the freeze-etched method modified their understanding of the cytoplasm as follows: Because of the distinct orientation of the cytoskeletons parallel to the longitudinal axis of axons, the interconnections termed cross-linkers, which coursed differently from those of the cytoskeletons, were clearly brought into mind as distinct entities. In addition, no significant differences were appreciated in their electron microscopy of freeze-etched replicas between specimens prefixed with aldehydes and those without chemical fixation (HIROKAWA,1982; SCHNAPP and REESE,1982) . As a result, we have had the impression that ultrastructural images in the freeze-replica closely resemble those by the PEG-method (compare, for example, figures in ELLISMAN and PORTER, 1980 with those in HIROKAWA, 1982) . These findings have lead us to examine to what extent the ultrastructural images by the PEG-method might correlate to or differ from those by the freeze-etched replica as well as the conventional epoxy section methods.
Comparison of the results by the PEG-method with those by the conventional epoxy section method
In relation to this comparison, we should note the difference between the two methods in the main source of electron microscopic contrast of structures.
The contrast of individual elements in the embedment-free section comes from their inherent electron scattering property plus that of osmium combined with them during the fixation, as the PEG-sections are usually observed without staining with heavy metals (uranium and lead). On the other hand, the contrast in conventional epoxy sections is ascribed to the difference between the inherent electron scattering property of individual elements plus the additional electron scattering of osmium, uranium and lead on the one hand, and the electron scattering property of epoxy embedding medium itself on the other. It is thus crucial to compare ultrastructural images of given specimens in embedment-free sections after brief uranyl and lead staining with those of the same specimens in stained epoxy sections.
In embedment-free unstained sections, the electron density of the microtrabeculae is slightly lower than that of most membranous organelles, but essentially resembles that of conventional cytoskeletons ( Fig.  2a ). This makes it rather difficult to distinguish conventional cytoskeletons from the microtrabecular lattice, although the thick and even width and straight course over a substantial length make it possible to identify the microtubules in the sections. After briefly staining with uranium and lead, an increase in electron density occurs heterogenously and unevenly along the trajectory of the microtrabecular strands, although membranous organelles acquire a higher contrast (Fig. 2b ). This resulting differential contrast leads us to imagine easily that most microtrabecular strands appear indistinct in stained epoxy sections, assuming that the electron density of the epoxy resin is similar to that of microtrabecular portions acquiring no increased contrast after the staining (compare Fig. 2b with Fig. 2c) .
Furthermore, when PEG-embedded tissue blocks or PEG-sections are de-embedded and subsequently reembedded in epoxy resin, the resulting epoxy sections after staining show no alteration in ultrastructural images of the cytoplasmic matrix as compared with images of the originally epoxy embedded sections (see Fig. 8 in KONDO et al., 1983 and Fig. 17 in KONDO 1984a) .
It is thus concluded that the microtrabeculae are intracellular structures which are not novel' but have been contained in conventional epoxy sections of specimens, though they may have been masked by the epoxy embedding media (Fig. 3) .
Comparison of the results by the PEG-method with those by the freeze-etch replica method
In direct freeze-etched replica, the cytoplasm of intestinal epithelial cells was densely packed with a granular material which obscured the interior detail of the cytoplasm. After detergent extraction, the terminal web region of the cells was occupied with networks of filaments with apparent similarity to the intermediate filaments. The detergent-extractable granular material was arbitrarily regarded as soluble proteins (HIROKAWA and HEUSER, 1981) .
This view seems to have induced the existing doubt on the embedment-free PEG-and whole mountmethods and on the resulting microtrabecular image of the cytoplasmic matrix : the suspicion that every intracellular protein may be changed to form the microtrabecular lattice in preparation procedures by the methods. This, however, is not true: the apical cytoplasm of the cells processed by the PEG-method without detergent extractions also appears dense and rather homogeneous as seen in the freeze-etched replica; consequently, it is almost impossible to clearly define discrete filaments or microtrabeculae.
After detergent-extraction, the filamentous lattice becomes evident as seen in the freeze-etched replica (Fig. 4) . As a result, ultrastructural images of the intestinal epithelial cells by the PEG-method and by the freezeetched replica correspond well to each other (see and compare Figs. 1 and 2 in HIROKAWA and HEUSER,1981 with the present Fig. 4 or Figs. 15 and 16 in KONDO, 1984b) .
Further careful comparison between published micrographs by the two methods have shown that the amounts of the granular material vary in different cells and in different domains of a given cell in the freeze-replica and in the embedment-free section. In this context, the intestinal epithelial cell is an example of a cell containing much granular material, whereas the neuronal axon is an example containing little granular material. This feature has made it clear that the granular material, in addition to the microtrabeculae, is the second component occupying the cytoplasmic matrix in both the PEG-section and freeze-etched replica. In this regard, my interpretation of the micrographs published by LUBY and PORTER (1980) is that presumed remnants of trabecular material', which were regarded as a representation of the cell activity-associated transformation of the microtrabeculae by the authors, represent simply the granular material under discussion here.
It is also noted here that ultrastructural images from replicated PEG-sections appear much more granular' than fibrous' as compared with those from original PEG-sections (Figs. 2d, 5, 7a, b) . This superficial difference probably arises from the fact that the surface morphology of every element is enhanced in the replica images, whereas the contours of every element are more dominant in the section images. Thus the observation by replication of the embedment-free sections further strengthens the similarity or level of correspondence in ultrastructural images between the PEG-method and the freeze-replica method, and it is clear that the microtrabecular strands in the PEG-section correspond well to the cross-linkers in the freeze-replica.
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the compactness of the microtrabecular lattice' is not homogenous in different domains of one and the same cell in terms of microtrabecular length and the abundance of the granular material. This has been shown in stimulated chromaffin cells, in which the lattice in mitochondria-rich domains is loosely arranged and that in chromaffin granule-free domains is compact (see Figs. 3-5 in KONDO,1989a) . The heterogeneity in the distribution of the granular material has also been shown in rapid-frozen and freeze-dried whole mount cells (BRIDGEMAN and REESE,1984; BRIDGEMAN, 1987) .
Artifacts caused by failure in PEG-processing
Because of the embedment-free and naked state of specimens, the PEG-processed sections and the whole mount and critical point-dried cells are sometimes easily broken by electron bombardment during observation, especially when the sections are incompletely stuck to formvar films on grids. This is an example of the artifacts encountered in electron micrographs, and may be one of the reasons for the uneven thickness of the microtrabeculae along their trajectory with thinner diameters at their midpoint. Another example of the artifacts is that the microtrabeculae are easily confluent to adjacent ones when the embedment-free specimens are exposed to a humid atmosphere, resulting in the appearance of thicker microtrabeculae and irregularly shaped intertrabecular spaces. Still another artifact is the appearance of cloudy substances which randomly overlap the existing microtrabeculae and organelles and obscure them (SMALL, 1981; KONDO, 1984a) . This also occurs in specimens exposed to a humid atmosphere. To prevent these artifacts, a careful manipulation of the specimens is important, i.e., not exposing them to the air during the entire preparatory procedure and storing them over silica gels in a container until observation. The strict elimination of water and dehydration solvents from the critical point-drying processes has been proposed as necessary for obtaining images having far fewer artifacts (RIS, 1985; PAWLEY and Ris, 1987 KONDO, 1990 ). The dimensional changes in similar ranges are known to occur commonly in specimen preparation for scanning electron microscopy, and the changes are isotropic in both cases (BOYDE et aL, 1977) . When comparison is made between ultrastructural images by the freeze-etched replica method and by epoxy sectioning, we notice that similar dimensional changes also occur: for example, see the intercellular distance and synaptic vesicle sizes in the neuromuscular junction of Figures 1 and 2 in the report by HIROKAWA and HEUSER (1982) . The inevitable occurrence of the volume changes to an similar extent by both of the embedment-free methods implies that the changes may be mainly due to the drying in the embedment-free state and that the etching itself is essentially equivalent to the dehydration, although the exact mechanism remains to be elucidated. Appearance of lattices in specimens which are supposed to be unstructured
It is now clear that the ultrastructural images of the cytoplasmic matrix rendered by the two embedmentfree methods -the PEG-method and the freeze-etch replica method with or without chemical fixation are highly similar to each other, and that the ultrastructural images by the PEG-method and the conventional epoxy section method correspond well with each other. These similarities and correspondences suggest that the cytoplasmic matrix does appear as a lattice structure essentially composed of strands and various amounts of granular material in either method for electron microscopy presently available regardless of fixation procedures -chemical versus freezing fixation (Fig. 6 ). This essential similarity in ultrastructural images is probably due to the dehydration of cells which is inevitable in any of the present electron microscopic methodologies. This consistent and reproducible appearance could suffice for the first of the criteria for the existence of the microtrabecular lattices and cross-linkers. As a next step, it is important to examine whether or not the microtrabeculae appear in model systems that are supposed to be unstructured.
In the original study by WOLOSEWICK and PORTER (1979) , bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution and erythrocytes were mounted on grids, fixed with glutaraldehyde/OsO,, critical point-dried and observed under a high voltageelectron microscope. They reported the absence of any structure reminiscent of the microtrabecular lattice in these specimens, although no electron micrographs were shown. They thus stressed that their results supported the existence of the microtrabeculae.
We have re-examined the same specimens by the PEG-method (KONDO, 1984 a, b) . In PEG-processed embedment-free sections of BSA solution and residual blood plasma in blood vessels, we recognized a network composed of strands and some granular material which was not unlike the microtrabecular lattice (Fig. 7a, c) . This lattice gives a fibrous' impression, but the replication of the embedment-free sections changes its impression into a more granular' one in the same way as described above for the authentic cytoplasmic matrix (Fig. 7b) .
Furthermore, the lattice structure in PEG-processed BSA solution appears more compact with higher concentration: BSA at 8%, which is the approximate concentration of proteins in blood plasma and the general cytoplasm (BAKER, 1970; WINTROBE et al., 1981) , shows a network similar to that of the residual blood plasma as well as the cytoplasmic microtrabecular lattice in terms of lattice compactness. At 30%, the BSA solution exhibits a very compact lattice in which individual strands are difficult to discern because of their very short length; at more than 40%, the BSA appears homogenously dense and exhibits no lattice structures in the PEG-section (Fig. 7a-e) . This image of a very compact lattice or almost homogenously dense matrix is very similar to that of PEG-processed erythrocytes (Fig. 8a) , which are known to contain hemoglobin at a concentration of more than 30% (WINTROBE et al., 1981) .
What is the reason for the discrepancy between our result and the original one by WOLOSEWICK and PORTER (1979) ? In the original study, whole erythrocytes and BSA solution at a 20% concentration were used, mounted as a whole or drops on f ormvar-coated grids and observed. It is easy to imagine that such specimens might have been too thick to distinguish their interior structure even under a high voltageelectron microscope. This explanation is supported by electron micrographs of PEG-sectioned erythrocytes in which homogenously dense images are apparent in portions of the erythrocyte which have been cut thickly (see Fig. 2 in KONDO, 1984b) .
In addition to BSA, we have examined gelatin, a modified collagen, by the PEG method. When the solution of gelatin is fixed with glutaraldehyde at 37t and postfixed with 0504, a lattice structure becomes evident; its compactness is concentrationdependent quite similar to the BSA solution model. When the Belated state of gelatin is produced by cooling and subsequently fixed by glutaraldehyde and 0504, it exhibits a lattice structure which is much more compact than that of the solated state at a given concentration.
As a consequence, the Belated lattice thus becomes more compact with increasing concentrations (Fig. 7) (KoNDo, 1984a, b) .
Changes in the lattice compactness by hypotonic and hypertonic environments
If the concentration-dependent change in the compactness of the lattice from PEG-processed BSA solution is applicable to the mechanism of the appearance of the cytoplasmic microtrabecular lattice, it is crucial to examine whether or not the microtrabecular lattice is changeable in compactness when the cells are shocked with brief hypotonic or hypertonic solutions.
As expected, erythrocytes, after being briefly immersed in 0.1% NaCI (hypotonic solution) for 30 sec and processed through the PEG-method, clearly exhibit lattice structures with a compactness corresponding roughly to that of BSA solution at a concentration between 10% and 30% (Fig. 8b) , based on the lattice model of BSA as shown in Figure 7 . This change is reversible, and the interior of the erythrocyte appears almost homogenously dense again after being returned to the isotonic solution. Similar changes occur in peritoneal free cells (Figs. 10, 11) : when mast cells are briefly treated with the hypotonic solution in a similar way, the microtrabecular lattice is looser than that in cells with isotonic treatment. On the other hand, the cytoplasmic microtrabecular lattice becomes more compact in peritoneal free cells which have been transiently (30 sec) exposed to 1 M sorbitol (hypertonic solution), whereas the entire cytoplasm appears homogenously dense when the same cells have been incubated in the hypertonic solution for 3 min. These changes in the compactness of the microtrabecular lattice are reversible, in accord with previous findings in epoxy sections of viable cells by hypo-and hypertonic shocks (MIRONESCU, 1977; GRIFFITHS, 1978; ALBRECHT-BUEHLER and BUSHNELL, 1982; MANSELL and CLEGG, 1983) .
In this regard, a previous finding by GUATELLI et al. (1982) should be noted: the reticulocyte exhibits a condensed lattice whereas the erythroblast exhibits an open lattice. It is likely from the present consideration that the increase in the compactness of the lattice in their study simply represents the intracellular increase of hemoglobin during the differentiation process, but not any other biologically significant changes as originally suggested by the authors. All these findings indicate that the degree of compactness of the cytoplasmic microtrabecular lattice depends on the alteration in the intracellular protein concentration which is inducible, even during the specimen preparation procedures.
Changes in the microtrabecular lattice induced by experimental manipulations PORTER and his colleagues examined the effects of low temperature, Mg2+ and some chemical reagents including thyrotropin on the morphology of the microtrabecular lattice in cultured cells (PORTER, 1978; LUBY and PORTER, 1980; WESTERMARK and PORTER, 1982) . According to their results, the exposure of cells to a cold medium at 4C made the lattice larger and more open than normal, the lattice in cells incubated with a Mgt-deprived buffer was abnormally coarse and open, and thyrotropin-stimulated thyroid cells 410 H. KONDO: showed an altered organization of the lattice in which areas of condensed lattice were adjacent to areas with scant lattice, while the lattice seemed to disappear in some areas. In erythrophores isolated from the scales of the marine teleost, the microtrabeculae were long and fine at pigment granule-dispersed states, whereas at the granule-aggregated state, they were beaded in areas close to the pigment granule masses and were unrecognizable in areas free of the granules. Although their findings seem to be compatible with the third criterion, there is some uncertainty in their findings. Since the compactness of the lattice is variable even in the same cells under normal conditions as described in a case of stimulated chromaffin cells, it is actually difficult to conclude that those changes reported by PORTER and his associates cited above truly represent the real changes associated with the experimental manipulations. For example, judging from the electron micrographs published in the study by WESTERMARK and PORTER (1982) , it is difficult to rule out the possibility that the disappearance of the lattice, which was reported to occur in association with the thyrotropin stimulation, may represent accidental damage from a humid atmosphere which could easily occur as described above. The beaded appearance of the microtrabeculae, which was reported to occur in association with the pigment granule aggregation in the erythrophore (LUBY and PORTER, 1980) , may represent the granular material comprising the lattice which, although normally occurring, became more evident by the elimination of the pigment granules from the given areas after the granule-dispersion.
In fact, we have failed to detect any evidence of changes at all in the morphology of the microtrabecular lattice in adrenal chromaffin cells under various experimental conditions which are well known to induce marked changes in secretion, such as exposure to perfusates containing high Cat, low Cat, high acetylcholine, or electrical stimulation of the splanchnic nerve.
Intracellular stratification by ultracentrifugation of viable cells
The finding that BSA solution exhibits a structure not dissimilar to the intracellular microtrabecular lattice in electron microscopy by the PEG method raises serious doubt on the existence of the microtrabeculae. This doubt is further strengthened by our finding that no clear changes have been revealed to occur in the morphology of the lattice following any experimental manipulations. In addition, a similar doubt can also arise concerning the cross-linkers, which are revealed in the freeze-etch replica without pretreatment by detergents because of the high level of correspondence in ultrastructural images between the PEG method and freeze-eching method.
If the aqueous cytoplasm is not structured, but more similar to the cytosol', it is crucial to attempt the intracellular stratification of viable cells by comparing the cells to the centrifuge tubes. In line with this attempt, KEMPNER and MILLER (1968) stratified Euglena cells by ultracentrifugation into several zones, one of which contained no organized structures under the light microscope. They reported no detection of any macromolecules in the structureless zone of the stratified cells by enzyme histochemistry, whereas all the macromolecules were detected in other zones of the cells. Using similar methods, ZALOKER (1960) obtained comparable results from the ultracentrifugation of Neurospora cells. These results have implied that the cytoplasmic proteins are structure-bound and/or structure-forming, allowing their co-sedimentation from the organelle-free and protein-free layers as though water is being squeezed from a sponge.
The intracellular fractionation by ultracentrifugation requires cells with such a tough cell cortex as Euglena and Neurospora; most mammalian cells could not withstand the enormous pressures generated during ultracentrifugation and easily burst. In our attempt, the autonomic ganglion cells and adrenal chromaffin cells were the only exceptions prevented from bursting, probably because of the presence of satellite cells (Fig. 12) (KONDO et al., 1992) . In the centrifuged cells, minor centripetal cytoplasmic and nuclear domains free of organelles and nucleolemmaassociated heterochromatins, respectively, are discerned in continuity with major centrifugal domains rich in organelles and heterochromatins with linear interfaces perpendicular to the centrifugal direction intercalating. The former domains are occupied by the microtrabecular lattice with a compactness similar to those in the centrifugal domains in unstained embedment-free sections. In the centrifugal cytoplasmic domain, regular cell organelles except for neurofilaments are contained without stratification and all the organelles are held in place in the lattice in the embedment-free sections (Fig. 12 f) . The absence of differential stratification among individual organelles and nuclei in the centrifugal cytoplasmic domain is a major characteristic of the in situ centrifugation differing from the centrifugation of cell homogenates. These results are very compatible with the notion that detergent-resistant filamentous elements are certainly present and support all organelles in living cells (SCHLIWA and VAN BLERKOM, 1981 ; SCHLIWA et al., 1981; PRYZWANSKY et al., 1983) .
In immuno-light microscopy, immunoreactivity for neurofilament proteins (NFPs) is confined to the centripetal domain, whereas immunoreactivity for tubulin and tyrosine hydroxylase is seen evenly in both centripetal and centrifugal domains of the centrifuged ganglion cells (see Figs. 10-12 in KONDO et al., 1992) . In immuno-electron microscopy, gold particles representing NFPs are deposited randomly without long linear alignment in the centripetal domain in epoxy sections and are randomly deposited on portions of the microtrabeculae in the embedment-free sections (Fig. 12d, e) .
These findings imply that ultracentrifugation induces the disintegration of neurofilaments, and the resulting depolymerized NFPs become free in solution' and are subsequently displaced toward the centripetal pole from the original location owing to the gravity of NFPs relative to the remaining cytoplasm in a way similar to that of the homogenate centrifugation.
After incubation of the centrifuged ganglia in the aeronated cultured medium at room temperature or the anterior eye chamber of animals, immunoreactivity for NFPs as well as tubulin and tyrosine hydroxylase appeared diffusely throughout the entire cytoplasm. The organelle-free domain of the cytoplasm was no longer recognized in electron microscopy and all organelles including neurofilaments are found throughout the cytoplasm like normal cells (see Figs. 16-19 in KONDO et al., 1992) . This reversible change indicates that the cells remain viable during the centrifugation experiment. From our finding that distinct proteins such as NFPs, tubulin and tyrosine hydroxylase were detected in the centripetal domain, it is suggested that the organelle-free domain of centrifuged Euglena might have also contained some proteins which failed to be detected by enzyme-histochemistry in the previous study by KEMPNER and MILLER (1968) . This suggestion thus indicates that the finding from the study on centrifuged Euglena may not simply hold to the view of a structured' cytoplasm.
The finding that gold-labelings for NFP-immunoreactivity in the centripetal domain are deposited randomly but not in long linear lines on the microtrabecular lattices not unlike those in the normal cytoplasm could be interpreted in two ways ( Fig. 13) : one possibility is that freely' displaced NFPs are incorporated randomly into preexisting microtrabecular lattices in the centripetal domain; the other and more plausible one is that freely' displaced NFPs are randomly mixed with many other soluble' proteins in the centripetal domain, and subsuquently the microtrabecular lattice is formed from the mixture of proteins by specimen preparation. This latter suggestion is in favor of the solution' view of the aqueous cytoplasm.
On the other hand, the maintenance of a homogeneous appearance of immunoreactivity for tubulin and tyrosine hydroxylase throughout the entire cytoplasm after ultracentrifugation implies that these proteins, unlike depolymerized NFPs, are not free' or soluble', to then be displaced by the centrifugal force from the original sites.
In short, the living state of the cytoplasmic proteins may be between the two extremes, the soluble' and the structured', with some being in a freer or looser state and others being rather rigidly organized.
Conclusion and prospects
It is now clear that novel' microtrabecular strands or cross-linkers in the embedment-free electron microscopy without pretreatment by detergents do not always represent real biological structures. We have to stress here again that the novel' filamentous elements under discussion are distinct from the conventional cytoskeletons. It is thus likely that the cytoplasmic proteins in spaces among the cell organelles including the cytoskeletons and the plasma membranes do not necessarily require structure-forming states in situ in order to exhibit the microtrabecular or cross-linker configuration in electron microscopy.
In this regard, it should be noted that we have so far empirically identified ultrastructural elements as genuine or real when they exhibit in their disposition evidence of orders or regularities such as the periodicity of striations and regular polygon arrays. To my surprise, most novel' strands or cross-linkers, which have been revealed by the PEG-method or freeze-etch replica without pretreatment by detergents, exhibit no such clear orders or regularities.
This conclusion does not mean that PEG-method as well as the freeze-etch replica method are unreliable methods for electron microscopy. Needless to say, the freeze-etch replica method has revealed many new ultrastructures on the inner and outer surfaces of membranes, surface morphology of cytoskeletons and large molecules, and some cytoskeleton-associated crosslinkers after pretreatment by detergents (HIROKAWA and HEUSER, 1981, 1982; HIROKAWA,1982; HIROKAWA and TILNEY,1982; HIROKAWA et al., 1982) , whereas the PEG-method has been shown to be advantageous in the cytochemistry of various intracellular organelles as well as scanning and transmission electron microscopy of the outer and inner cell surfaces (WOLOsEwICK and DE MEY,1982; WOLOSEWICK et al., 1983; KOND0,1987a KOND0, , b, c, 1989b KOND0, , 1990 KOND0, , 1993 ). All we can say is that either of the embedment-free methods available at present is inadequate for the resolution of the long-lasting historical debate on the structured' versus soluble' state of the cytoplasmic matrix. The differences in the chemical properties and metabolic activities between the soluble phase of cell extracts and the aqueous cytoplasm of intact cells may be explained by factors beyond the present untrastructural morphology. It may therefore be fruitless to consider the significance of individual strands of the microtrabeculae and cross-linkers which are revealed without pretreatment by detergents. Instead, it is more meaningful to regard the lattice as a whole in a substantial area, considering the ultrastructural finding of BSA and gelatin. The appearance of the microtrabecular lattice can be regarded at least as a marker for the presence of proteins, simulataneously indicating the approximate concentration of the protein in the given area. Furthermore, the finding of the solated and Belated gelatin is noticeable. The gelated gelatin belongs to the Freundlich group II gel, while the cytoplasmic gel is classified into Freundlich group III, based on volume changes occurring during gelation (TAYLOR and CONDEELIS, 1979) . Thus, the gelation of gelatin admittedly does not duplicate an in vivo system in a strict sense. However, since the compactness of the lattice structure in the enbedment-free electron microscopy is almost the same at a given concentration regardless of types of proteins -BSA and gelatin -and because biological actin gel has been shown to exhibit a compact lattice similar to the gelatin gel of approximately 8% (WOLOSEWIXK and CONDEELIS, 1986) , the following notion might be possible as a hypothetical interpretation of the microtrabecular lattice: a lattice with a given compactness in a cytoplasmic region of a cell represents the gelated state when it is spatially associated or continuous with a looser lattice (representing the solated state) in another region of the same cells. The reversible transformation of the consistency of the cytoplasm from a solated state with low viscosity to a rigid gel has been assumed to occur in relation to the cellular and intracytoplasmic motility (TAYLOR and CONDEELIS, 1979; TAYLOR and FECHHERMER, 1982) . A schematic model for this phenomenon has been presented in amoeba whose cell cortex is gelated while the interior is solated (STOCKEM et al., 1982) . When an amoeba is fixed with glutaraldehyde/0s04, whole mounted on grids, critical point-dried, and observed in electron microscopy, the microtrabecular lattice in the cortex is more compact than that of the deep interior (Fig. 14) . This finding is very compatible with the hypothetical interpretation of the lattice as a representation of the gel/sol state of the cytoplasm. As described already, the microtrabecular lattice is in general not homogeneous throughout the cytoplasm in a given cell. Instead, it is rather common that multiple cytoplasmic domains composed of lattices exhibiting a different compactness are spaciously continuous in one and the same cell. Therefore, it is likely that the microtrabecular lattice in the embedment-free electron microscopy represents the gel-sol transition of the cytoplasm regardless of chemical molecules involved in the gelation. If this is verified by further studies, much progress will be accomplished in our understanding of the nature of the cytoplasm from the morphological point of view.
